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With the publication of Slavery and Social Death in 1982, Orlando Patterson shifted the paradigm 
in studies of global slavery.1 Though not without its critics, the framing of human slavery as 
“social death” has continued to be so influential that the study was re-printed as recently as 
2018, complete with a new preface. Patterson’s monograph was perhaps the most impactful 
intervention in ancient slave systems since Moses Finley, who was among the first to name 
“outsider” status as a fundamental aspect of slavery.2 

Patterson’s most significant contribution was to remove the concept of property ownership 
from the most fundamental aspects of global slavery. His approach was largely cultural rather 
than economic, as had been (and often still is) the dominant approach to the study of slave 
systems.3 In his definition of “social death,” Patterson identified three constituent elements: 
“natal alienation,” “absolute tyranny,” and “parasitic degradation.”4 While the latter two 
elements held true in Byzantine slavery as well, for a discussion of the relationship between the 
family as a social unit and the institution of slavery, natal alienation becomes especially 
important. 

Patterson, who coined the term, defines natal alienation as “the loss of ties of birth in both 
ascending and descending generations.”5 “Alienated from all ‘rights’ or claims of birth, [the 
slave] ceased to belong in his own right to any legitimate social order.”6 In a Roman and 
Byzantine context, natal alienation meant the denial of any recognition of a slave’s relationship 
with his or her father in particular.7 Slave status was inherited from one’s biological mother, 
while the head of the household theoretically took the place of the slave’s father. 

At the same time, in a cruel twist of irony, it is a common practice for slave-holding societies 
to adopt the very language of kinship to describe social relations between slaves and their 
masters. As Patterson puts it, the practice “plays a crucial role” in “humanizing” the extreme 
power relations inherent in slave systems. In many, perhaps most, pre-modern slave societies, 
“we find a tendency to assimilate direct domination of one person by another to at least a fictive 
kin relation.”8 

The Byzantine Empire is largely absent from Patterson’s work, in part due to arguments over 
the extent to which late Roman or Byzantine society qualify as “slave society,” rather than 
simply slave-holding.9 Yet whether Byzantium qualifies as a “slave society” or not, slaves 
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continued to be a constituent element of Byzantine society until the Byzantium’s collapse in 
1453, and slavery in medieval Byzantium fits into both of Patterson’s categories.10 That is, natal 
alienation was a fundamental condition of Byzantine slave status, and the language of kinship 
was frequently used to designate this status. In both cases, the family and kinship were central, 
albeit in drastically different ways. 

Byzantium maintained a rich vocabulary for designating children or minors, some more or less 
specific to a certain age group or level of maturity.11 The same is also true for designators of slaves, 
with many terms remaining ambiguous regarding the free or unfree status of the individual in 
question.12 Yet some of the most common of these designators were likewise the most common 
terms used between children and parents. Pais (παῖς), for example, was an already ancient term in 
Byzantium denoting a child, but it likewise frequently appears as a designator for a slave. The term 
authentes (αὐθέντης) was regularly used both for a slave’s master as well as a parent. The cu-
mulative effect, in written sources at least, is a blurring of the distinction between certain, 
hierarchical bonds of kinship and those between master and slave or freedman. 

The ubiquity of the language of kinship should, of course, caution against  reading too much 
into such designations. Religious communities, confraternities, and even friends made regular 
use of kinship designators as forms of address.13 But they were used for a reason; they mean-
ingfully expressed social and/or power relations. 

Identity and status were both relational and situational, in Byzantium as in many other 
societies.14 This was partially reflected in the law, as was the partial association of slaves and 
freedmen with family relations. Close relatives, including wives and husbands, were generally 
barred from serving as witnesses for or against each other in Byzantine courts, as were slaves 
regarding their masters. An exception, however, was made for acts of high treason. As the 
eleventh-century collection of case summaries known as the Peira preserves it, “before the 
might of the emperor, the father of the family is nothing, and even those under a father’s 
authority (ὑπεξούσιοι) are together under the authority (συνυπεξούσιοί) of the emperor.”15 On 
the macro level, as at the level of the household, an individual could simultaneously be the 
master and the servant, depending on one’s perspective. In practice, both the signifiers of status 
and the functions performed effectively mirrored one another, whether among those designated 
as a parent and child or slave master and slave. 

Studies of post-classical slavery in Europe and the Mediterranean have increasingly ap-
proached the question of continuity and persistence of servile status by separating social from 
institutional history.16 By viewing unfreedom as a graded, relative status, scholars have been 
able to move beyond simple arguments over the continuity of Roman-style slavery into the 
medieval period.17 Such an approach holds great potential for Byzantium as well, even if in-
stitutional slavery clearly persisted until the empire’s collapse. It can bring additional clarity to 
the lived experiences of those at the bottom of the social hierarchy and to changes, however 
minor, to those experiences over time. 

This chapter adopts just such an approach to explore the complex, overlapping, and 
sometimes contradictory roles of slaves, freedmen, and their masters in the context of the 
Byzantine household and the family. In particular, it demonstrates some of the ways in which 
the role of master mirrored that of parent and how the role of slave or freedmen likewise 
resembled that of a (freeborn) child. 

The Byzantine Household and Concepts of Family 

The Byzantines used a variety of terms and concepts that might be translated as “family,” with 
varying degrees of precision and conceptual overlap.18 Terms like syggeneia, genos, and oikoswere 
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among the most common designators of kinship groups. Syggeneia and the collective syggeneis 
(lit. “relatives”) could denote both the concept of family and of kinship simultaneously.19Genos, 
often translated as “clan” or “lineage,” carried with it strong notions of both biological kinship 
and of an extended, multi-generational kin group, as these translations suggest.20 

Oikos, a term that could refer to both the physical household and those who lived in or 
around it, was probably the most common Byzantine concept of “the family.”21 In addition to 
blood relatives or other kin, many Byzantine households contained any number of slaves, 
servants, and other hangers-on collectively termed anthropoi (ἄνθρωποι, lit. “people”). The 
precise relationship between each anthropos and the head of the household could vary, as could 
their legal status, and the sources are not always clear in making a distinction. Legally free 
anthropoi generally ended their service to the household with the death of the household’s head 
(their authentes), but freedmen and slaves remained both legally and socially bound to the family 
over multiple generations.22 

In such a complex amalgamation of individuals all bound to a single household, it should 
come as no surprise that there were “degrees of ‘belonging’ to the family.”23 This is precisely 
indicated by surviving notarial contracts for adoption from the last few centuries of Byzantium. 
Generally, these fell into two separate categories. One made the adopted child an “heir to 
property and successor to the family line (genos), and ‘legitimate’ (gnesios) offspring.”24 In the 
other, parents agreed to provide the basic necessities to their adopted child, including a dowry, 
but the child did not enjoy the same rights and protections as natural born, legitimate children. 
Former slaves might be placed in a category similar to the latter, albeit with some key differ-
ences. For example, one reason we are so well informed about the inheritance bequeathed to 
former slaves is that slaves or freedmen were not owed an inheritance without the express desire 
of their (former) master in a written testament, which placed them in a category alongside many 
adopted children in Byzantium.25 

The Byzantine household, like Byzantine society more broadly, was hierarchical in nature, 
with a legally recognised head of household. The older Roman pater familias had lost much of 
his legal protections and rights by the period of Justinian, but the head of household maintained 
his position at the top of a fairly rigid hierarchy nonetheless.26 This structure was expressed 
clearly and succinctly by John Chrysostom in the late fourth century. “But I say that even the 
household of the poor man is like a city. For in it there are also rulers. For instance, the man 
rules his wife, the wife rules the slaves, the slaves rule their own wives, and again the men and 
women rule the children.”27 

By far the most ubiquitous form of slave labour throughout the Byzantine period was the 
household slave. Performing any number of domestic services and chores, such individuals 
formed an integral component of families even of more modest wealth and had access to some 
of the most intimate moments within their master’s household. Such slaves not only regularly 
had families of their own, but they were also integrated within their masters’ households to such 
an extent that it becomes difficult to discuss the Byzantine family at all without including both 
slaves and freedmen. It is worth remembering that oikogenes (οἰκογενής) and related terms, 
which commonly designate “relatives” or “family” in Modern Greek, appeared first in a 
Byzantine context to designate slaves “born in the house(hold).”28 

Byzantine sources are notoriously vague and imprecise in their use of terminology to in-
dicate the slave or free status of individual actors.29 A relatively wide range of terms appear in 
the texts to indicate servants or slaves, many of which give no clear indicator of legal status one 
way or another. This has predictably led to confusion and frustration among modern scholars. 
Yet this reflects the worldview of the Byzantine authors themselves. In general, they seem to 
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have been more concerned about relative social relations than absolute, legal status.30 It was 
simply more important to demonstrate the relative power structures among the individuals 
being described than it was to clarify legal status in absolute terms. Bearing this in mind, the 
occasional functional and/or conceptual overlap between an authentes-parent and authentes- 
master becomes both more understandable and, potentially, more meaningful. 

Masters and Parents 

The term authentes was a rather versatile designator in medieval Byzantium. Above all, it was a 
recognition of one’s inferior, dependent status, and it may thus be translated by terms such as 
“lord” or “master” with some degree of accuracy. Hence, the term might even refer to a 
woman’s husband, as a reference to the social and legal power the man had over her, in addition 
to “parent” or “(slave-) master.”31 Within the Byzantine household, both children and slaves or 
other servants would have looked to the head of the household as their authentes. The simi-
larities, however, did not end with this form of address. Both in legal obligations and in normal 
practice, there were certain ways in which the roles of parent and (former) master effectively 
overlapped in Byzantium. 

Though by no means a parent’s only obligations, the Byzantines generally attached a par-
ticular importance to the arrangement of baptism, marriage, and inheritance for their children. 
These three obligations represented two of the most important rites of passage for each new 
generation (baptism and marriage), while inheritance obviously secured the passage of property 
ownership and wealth across generational lines, hopefully ensuring the family’s continuation 
after the death of one’s parents. By the tenth or eleventh century, if not earlier, slave masters 
were regularly fulfilling the same three obligations for their slaves and/or freedmen, albeit with 
some significant differences. 

In the predominantly Christian Byzantine Empire, baptism represented the official entrance 
of an individual into the community of believers. By the middle Byzantine period, this regularly 
occurred when a child was still an infant, making it a primary responsibility for new parents.32 

Beyond the spiritual aspect of the rite, baptism also served as a common means of creating 
family networks in the form of baptismal sponsorship. Parents and sponsors became spiritual 
brothers and sisters. In the event of a parent’s death, sponsors would also act “as substitute 
parents for their orphaned godchildren, providing upbringing, education, dowry, and even 
entering into business transactions with them.”33 Yet if baptismal sponsorship was a typical 
method of creating family networks for free families, this was probably not the case for the 
deracinated slave. One might assume that the master or a member of his biological family 
performed this role, reinforcing the connection between the slave and his/her master’s family, 
while keeping them isolated within broader society. Although we are not well-informed about 
the act of baptism itself for slaves in Byzantium, there is a relative abundance of evidence that it 
regularly occurred. 

Baptism was actually one of three primary means of manumitting a slave in the late Roman 
tradition.34 Yet there is reason to believe that many slaves were assumed to be Christian by the 
eleventh century, if not earlier. Certainly, this was true for the slaves and freedmen of Eustathios 
Boilas. His last will and testament, dated to 1059, is an especially rich source of information for 
the historian of Byzantine slavery because of the special attention he pays to his current and 
former slaves in the document.35 

Although Boilas sheds little light on the moment or process of baptism itself, his slaves and 
freedmen were most certainly assumed to be Christian. “All male children who are born of my 
freed family servants and slaves, shall be brought up in the church of the Theotocos in the 
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learning of the holy letters and shall be made clerics, being provided for by the church.”36 The 
church mentioned here was Boilas’s own foundation on his estates in eastern Anatolia and in 
many ways served as a spiritual centre for those in his family circle. Boilas, in fact, was so 
insistent upon the orthodox Christian belief among both his family and the rest of his household 
that he included a clause in his will that, should any of them slip from this belief, they would 
face serious consequences. For his offspring, this would mean disinheritance, while his former 
slaves would risk falling back under the yoke of slavery.37 

The topic of marriage or quasi-marriage among slaves is one area in which modern scholars 
have shown considerable interest, in part because of the consistent interest late Roman and 
Byzantine legislation itself displayed in the subject.38 This largely stemmed from inherent 
contradictions between older Roman concepts of marriage and the theology of Christian 
marriage that had developed within the Church. 

The theology of Christian marriage differed significantly from Roman legal principles, 
presenting a contradiction in the case of slaves that had to be resolved.39 Although they lacked 
legal personalities, slaves were understood, of course, to be human beings with a soul. Were 
these slaves to convert or be born into Christianity, they were, in theory, eligible for the union 
of flesh and soul which formed the basis of Christian marriage. For most of the Byzantine 
period, however, slaves were denied access to this form of marriage (called gamos by the 
Byzantines). Yet this would eventually change, in particular under Emperor Leo VI 
(r. 886–912) and Emperor Alexios I Komnenos (r. 1081–1118). 

A major milestone was reached when Emperor Leo VI made the blessing of a priest 
mandatory for all legal marriages.40 Slave marriages are not specifically mentioned in this law, 
but it paved the way for the future recognition of such marriages because of the way it explicitly 
brought together the Christian theology of marriage and the Roman legal tradition. Almost two 
centuries later, in 1095, Emperor Alexios I Komnenos issued an edict explicitly allowing for a 
priest’s blessing in a marriage between two slaves.41 Such a union was still not considered a full 
marriage in the same, legal sense as for free persons. However, in doing so, he brought a new 
dignity and importance to marriage among Byzantine slaves. In fact, the wording of Alexios’s 
edict suggests that some owners had been granting their slaves Christian marriages before this 
point, probably after the legislation of Leo VI, and the novella actually prohibits the practice of 
masters marrying their slaves in non-Christian ceremonies. The extent to which this edict was 
enforced throughout the entire empire continues to be debated among historians, but even if it 
was limited in practice, it represents a significant step in the convergence of free and unfree 
marriage.42 

Surviving evidence makes clear that slave owners routinely played a role somewhat similar to 
that of parents in the arranging of marriages for their slaves or freedmen, occasionally presiding 
over the wedding itself, at least until the late eleventh century. Eustathios Boilas notes how he 
had arranged marriages for several of his current and former slaves, some of them after they had 
been freed, others while they were still slaves.43 This also was the case, for example, for the 
slave-woman Theodora, who plays a central role in the Life of St. Basil the Younger. In this text, 
written in the second half of the tenth century, Theodora’s union with another of her master’s 
slaves in a quasi-marriage is described in some detail.44 Her master had both arranged the union 
and presided over the ceremony marking its beginning. Unlike marriages between freeborn 
couples, there is no indication that the consent of either party was a primary concern.45 

The long-standing legal and theological conundrum is neatly summarised in the Life of Basil 
the Younger. A significant portion of the text is devoted to Theodora’s journey to the afterlife, 
which is imagined, in typical Byzantine fashion, as a series of tollbooths through which the 
deceased must pass. The former slave reaches the Tollhouse of Adultery, where she is 
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confronted by demons who interrogate her regarding her sins. She responds by explaining, “For 
before I [Theodora] came to serve our saintly and holy father Basil I had a fellow slave as my 
mate by my master’s order (εἶχον σύντροφον σύνευνον ἐκ προστάξεως αὐθεντικῆς μου), and 
while living with him I had relations also with some other young men who were in my master’s 
house, being seduced by them…” 

The demons at this tollhouse attempt to take her away, for she has ostensibly admitted to 
adultery, but her guides resist them, saying “‘Since she was a slave in that world below, <her 
union> was not blessed by a priest. She did not legally marry her mate, by being deemed 
worthy of a priest’s blessing, nor did he take her after receiving the marriage crown in a church 
of God, so that the charges might properly be for adultery; rather one must call these actions 
fornication, since he received this woman from her master’s hand by only a simple command.’ 
The demons howled loudly and retorted, saying, ‘Is not a slave’s second god his master who has 
acquired him through purchase? And she was joined to the man by the decision of her master 
and lord, so one must call their transgressions the offspring of adultery and not fornication.”46 

The demons and angels argue for hours over the issue. Eventually, the angels win, but the 
demons tell Theodora to beware the tollhouse of fornication, which they are sure will get her. 
She eventually manages to pass this tollhouse too, but only thanks to the intercession of her 
spiritual father, St. Basil himself.47 

Even before the novellae of Leo VI and Alexios I, there was some movement toward cur-
tailing the practice of presiding over the marriage of one’s own slaves in the home. The 
Nomocanon 14 titulorum, a foundational collection of mostly canon law compiled in the sixth 
century and updated in the ninth, prohibited slaves who had been joined in marriage outside of 
the church from receiving communion.48 This also reinforces the impression that a significant 
number of Byzantine slaves were Christian and presumably baptised as well. 

As a parent or head of household, neared the end of his/her life, they faced one more, vital 
duty: arranging for their children’s inheritance. It was through this act that parents could look to 
the distribution of the family property and, ideally, ensure their family’s survival into the next 
generation. Equitable, partible inheritance among all children was the general rule in 
Byzantium, and around half of the family property was reserved for one’s children according to 
imperial law. There was a considerable degree of variability in practice, but parents typically 
needed to provide a reason for reducing or eliminating entirely the inheritance of legitimate 
children.49 For freeborn daughters, much of this inheritance was often in the form of a dowry, 
effectively linking the arrangement of marriage and inheritance into a single, important act.50 

Slaves and freedmen did not enjoy such legal protections, but Byzantine law and surviving 
wills demonstrate that former slaves, too, were regularly granted an inheritance, at least when 
their masters were nearing their death and/or had formally manumitted them. Slaves were 
obviously in a unique position as well because, while they might inherit property from their 
former masters alongside their manumission or afterwards, they constituted a valuable part of 
that very property while still enslaved and could form a part of the inheritance of one of their 
master’s relatives. 

Eustathios Boilas explicitly arranged an inheritance for nearly all of his former slaves. As he 
puts it, “I took care of my household servants, and also those born in my household, a few years 
ago, and I freed them all and provided for them an inheritance.”51 As seems to have been 
common, Boilas bequeathed generally modest amounts of moveable wealth to most of his 
former slaves, who received their inheritance at or near the time of their manumission. For his 
freedman Kyriakos, with whom he seems to have had an especially close relationship, Boilas 
provided a number of provisions. “I gave him as wife a free woman, the sister of the monk and 
presbyter Clement, and I fulfilled over him the rites of the marriage. And during my severe 
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illness I willed to him fifteen [nomismata] and whatever articles of personal and bed clothing he 
might have acquired. And during the sixth year of the indiction ten more. And now at the end 
of my life, since I dedicated his son Constantine to the Theotocos, I give him ten.”52 Boilas’s 
arrangements for his slaves and freedmen are quite similar to his treatment of his own children. 
Perhaps the greatest difference was simply in the amount of money and property his daughters 
received compared to his former slaves. 

In the late eleventh-century wills of Symbatios Pakourianos and his wife, Kale/Maria,53 it is 
made clear that Kale had earlier freed many (all?) of her slaves, but they are nevertheless in-
cluded in her will and receive substantial inheritances.54 In both testaments, former slaves in-
herit mostly moveable wealth. Still, Kale does indicate that a year after her death, they would 
receive additional wheat and wine from her lands, suggesting that they were expected to remain 
residents near Pakourianos estates.55 Kale and Symbatios had no children, so these freed slaves’ 
service to the family was coming to an end with her death (her husband had predeceased her). 
Despite this, however, her freedmen were still granted an inheritance. It may have been hoped 
that they would continue to pray for her soul, a vital aspect of kinship in medieval Byzantium, 
even if they were not in the service of a direct descendant.56 

A parent’s obligations were not limited to baptism, marriage, and inheritance. There were, 
of course, many other duties and expectations of mothers and fathers. Byzantine law and 
custom recognised two additional obligations in particular: upbringing and education.57 A 
parent’s duty to keep their children clothed, housed, and fed perhaps goes without saying, but it 
was nevertheless included as a general provision in Byzantine law and typically appears side-by- 
side with a child’s education. Just such an admonition is cited and emphasised by Demetrios 
Chomatenos, a bishop and judge in the mid-thirteenth century, in one of his decisions included 
in the collection known as Ponemata Diaphora. In a case involving an inheritance dispute, 
Chomatenos’s decision includes the assertion that “nature itself prototypically ordains that fa-
thers care for their children in every way and take thought for their profit, as is fitting. 
Following this, the law requires that they not only take care of their nurturing (ἀνατροφῆς), but 
also their education (παιδεύσεως) and their upbringing (ἀναγωγῆς).”58 

The type of education named in Chomatenos’s decision (paideusis) is best understood as a 
part of one’s general upbringing, not more specialised or higher education, which was always 
restricted to a relatively small circle in Byzantium. Yet we know that some slaves were given 
some form of more specialised education thanks to sources like the Book of the Eparch and other, 
anecdotal evidence for the continued use of slaves in the workforce.59 Their employment in 
various capacities in their masters’ business is assumed in several texts. As mentioned above, 
Eustathios Boilas specified his wishes that the sons of his slaves and freedmen be educated in the 
church he had founded on his properties. He also mentions a former slave working as a 
copyist.60 Indirectly, at least, Boilas had arranged for the education of many of his slaves and 
freedmen. Judging from surviving wills like those of Boilas and the Pakourianoi, one might 
expect to find quite a few (former) slaves in monastic foundations, many of whom undoubtedly 
learned to read and write, if not more. 

Slaves and Children 

Parents’ obligations to their children were not imagined as entirely altruistic in Byzantine 
thinking. In return for their parents’ efforts, children were, above all, expected to show obe-
dience, honour, and “gratitude.” The typical Byzantine formulation of this idea is found in the 
Ekloga, a law-code promulgated in the eighth century. If a father dies before one’s mother, 
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“Her children cannot confront her or demand paternal property from her, but must, on the 
contrary, show her every honour and obedience (ὑπακοὴν) as their mother in accordance with 
God’s commandment; of course, the mother must, as is fitting for parents, educate her children, 
give them in marriage and provide them with a marriage portion, as she considers correct.”61 

Patriarch Nikolaos Mystikos, writing to the Emir of Crete in the tenth century, likewise 
offers a formulation of a child’s obligations, stressing in particular their duties after the death of 
their father.62 The patriarch argues that rising up against one’s father after he has died is even 
worse than rebelling against him while he still lives, “inasmuch as honor (τιμὴ) and pious 
memory (ἡ σὺν εὐλαβείᾳ μνήμη) and respect of their fathers’ precepts (ἡ τῶν διατεταγμένων 
συντήρησις) are the more incumbent on children when those fathers have passed into the life to 
come.”63 This list of honour, memory, and respect for a parent’s wishes could, in fact, be read 
as a kind of checklist of a good child’s obligations toward their parent in the Byzantine mind. 

Though seemingly vague and ill-defined, the so-called ingratitude (ἀχαριστία) of children 
toward their parents was a punishable offense in Byzantine law. Justinian’s Novel 115, which 
was later incorporated into the tenth-century Basilika, “lists fifteen reasons to disinherit children 
because of their ingratitude toward their parents.”64 This continued to be used in practice as late 
as the thirteenth century, as attested by Demetrios Chomatenos.65 

Children remained hypexousioi (ὑπεξούσιοι), literally “under the authority” of their father or 
a guardian, until the age of 25 in Byzantine law, “unless they had been declared independent 
(αὐτεξούσιοι) by an act of emancipation.”66 This would change slightly in the early-tenth 
century, when Novel 25 of Leo VI stated that if a son marries and starts his own household 
away from his parents, he should be considered autexousios (“under his own authority”) even 
without a formal act.67 The obedience, indeed subservience, owed by slaves to their masters 
goes without saying and was absolute, as was their status as legal dependents. Except in certain, 
extreme cases, in which they might serve as witnesses, slaves lacked a legal personality in formal 
terms. 

It is after their manumission and the transition from slave to freedman that the similarities 
between childhood and unfree social status becomes especially clear and, arguably, more in-
teresting. The granting of freedom did not erase the freedman’s obligations of obedience or 
connection to their former master’s family. Far from it. Despite the change in their legal status, 
freedmen continued to be beholden to their former master’s family for subsequent generations 
in a relationship that might be thought of as quasi-familial.68 Thus, we find that Eustathios 
Boilas was able to assign one of his former slaves to serve his daughter even after the slave had 
been given her freedom. “And Selegnoun, whom I had freed before and married to my slave 
Abouspharius, I have given in service to my daughter Maria from the present twelfth year of the 
indiction to the first (year of the next) indiction.”69 

This phenomenon, like much else in Byzantine slavery, had its origins in late Roman law. 
Both children and freedmen owed their parents or former master’s obedience (obsequium in 
Roman law), which remained intentionally ill-defined.70 Disobedience, couched in terms of 
“ungratefulness,” constituted legal grounds for the disinheritance of children or more serious 
consequences for freedmen, including the loss of their freedom. Despite the very different 
consequences, “ungrateful” children and disobedient freedmen were discussed using exactly the 
same vocabulary in Byzantium. A tenth-century novel of Leo VI reinforces this fact and in-
dicates that, despite their eugenes (i.e., “free-born”) status, even children of freedmen continued 
to be dependent upon their former master’s family.71 

For example, Eustathios Boilas singles out his former slave Zoe. He had granted her 
freedom, but, as in nearly every case, with certain stipulations. This included the provision that 
she would be returned to slavery if she were to break a sacred vow. She apparently did this 
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when she found a husband without Boilas’ approval. The will, however, makes it clear that 
Boilas did not wish her to lose her freedom, despite this apparent betrayal. “Even if in the 
codicil which grants her freedom it is stated that she shall become a slave again if she should 
break a vow to God, and although she gave herself away to a man without my approval, I wish 
that she remain free and be completely free with her children.”72 He comes across as more of a 
caring, but disappointed father, than a harsh taskmaster. We might also note that his dis-
appointment stemmed from the fact that she had married without Boilas’s approval, a situation 
that might regularly arise between biological fathers and daughters. 

Yet Boilas needed to include the separate provision in his will in order to protect Zoe from 
the law. For, as Boilas also states at the end of his will, any of his former slaves who broke a 
sacred vow or, significantly, renounced orthodox Christianity were subject to re-enslavement. 
The formula given in this part of the text illustrates the stark reality that continued to differ-
entiate the conditions of free children and slaves. For an heir who abandoned orthodox 
Christianity would lose his or her inheritance, but a former slave who did the same would lose 
their freedom altogether. It serves as a reminder that, no matter how much the two might 
appear similar, an enslaved person’s fate was fundamentally different from those who were 
born free. 

Reinforcing the blending of status between slaves and children is the language used by Boilas 
to refer to his own “lords.” We learn from his will that Boilas had spent much of his life in the 
service of a more powerful lord, Basil Apokapes.73 Throughout the document, Boilas con-
sistently refers to both Basil and his sons as his “authentai” (or, in the case of Basil’s sons, 
“authentopouloi”). Much as freedmen continued to be beholden to their masters’ families across 
generational boundaries, so too was Boilas in his role as the “man” of the Apokapes family. 

Although it may seem counter-intuitive, the continued, multi-generational dependence of 
former slaves to their master’s family meant that manumitting a slave could actually serve to 
strengthen and safeguard the link between the slave and the owner’s family rather than 
weakening it. As Alice Rio observes, “Whereas the transfer of unfree dependants severed the 
link between them and their ex-owner, the transfer of freedmen did not; on the contrary, it 
enhanced it, and turned it into a permanent symbolic bond, unaffected by changes in legal 
ownership.”74 This could be especially important for one of the most vital roles of Byzantine 
family members, the preservation of one’s memory after death.75 As Rio herself argues, “This 
turned freedmen into a kind of dependant uniquely well placed to function as a living link 
between their manumittors and the religious institution to which they were granting their 
lands, and as a conduit for the preservation of their memory.”76 

The fact that Boilas attached nearly all of his freedmen to the religious foundations on his 
properties might suggest that he had just such an arrangement in mind. He was effectively 
ensuring that the churches and monasteries where his family’s memory was to be preserved 
would be fully manned for the foreseeable future. The connection is made explicit in the 
document itself, as when Boilas stipulates the freedom and inheritance of three nomismata for 
“my slave Mouseses and his father Garipius, for the sake of the salvation and memory of my 
most beloved son Romanus.”77 Boilas had turned the grant of freedom for two of his slaves into 
a vehicle for the preservation of his biological son’s memory. The fulfilment of that role, 
however, placed his former slaves in a position similar to that of biological or other kin, for 
whom the obligation of remembrance and prayer for the souls of their departed kin was of the 
utmost importance. 

A free-born Byzantine child would have expected to go through a number of other rites of 
passage marking his/her advancement through childhood and transition into adulthood. Some 
of these might have been available to slaves or freedmen, while many of them would not. 
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Surviving evidence is not always forthcoming with details about such rites, although further 
research may shed some additional light on the matter. For example, primarily liturgical 
manuscripts attest a rite of passage for girls, which involved the ritualistic binding of the hair, 
marking an important step toward adulthood and, ideally, eventual marriage.78 Outside of 
liturgical manuscripts, Byzantine sources reveal relatively little about this ceremony. We can 
only guess as to the rite’s availability to unfree members of a household. 

Both testaments and saints’ lives give the impression of one further, if less formal way in 
which the bonds of servitude might look like those of kinship: genuine affection. There is no 
doubt that bonds of real affection existed at times between masters and slaves, many of whom 
would have been of similar age and may have even grown up together. It was not uncommon, 
especially among the wealthier classes, for children to be raised largely by unfree servants in the 
household. At the same time, these children would have grown up alongside children of the 
household slaves, forming bonds of friendship or even something more by adulthood. 

As we have already seen, Eustathios Boilas seems to have had an especially close relationship 
with his former slave, Kyriakos. He is the first of the former slaves mentioned by name in 
Boilas’s will. “In the first place [I mention] Cyriacus who grew up with me and who has toiled 
greatly on my behalf throughout my life.”79 Kyriakos was likely the son of slaves owned by 
Eustathios’s parents, making the two roughly the same age. Based upon this passage and the rest 
of the will, Eustathios clearly had great affection for the man, and we might imagine that the 
two had a relationship more akin to friendship than stereotypes of master and slave. At the same 
time, by procuring Kyriakos a wife and an inheritance, in addition to his legal freedom, 
Eustathios acts rather as a father figure, exhibiting the unequal social and legal status of the two 
men, regardless of their personal feelings or age. 

Written sources are, of course, largely silent on the slave’s or freedman’s perspective of these 
relationships, and we can only guess at the psychological realities created by such a complex 
mixture of companionship and “social death.” From those perspectives we can begin to reach, 
however, there is evidence that a lifetime of close, intimate contact was apt to create genuine 
feelings of affection between master and slave/freedman that could potentially look like the 
bond between parent and child or between friends. In a similar vein, it would have been fairly 
common for Byzantines to have grown up with slaves who were closer in age to their parents 
than to themselves. Unfree wet-nurses were fairly commonplace, which, in some ways, placed 
the nurse in the role of surrogate mother for a child who was technically her social superior.80 

Theodora, the saintly slave-woman from the Life of Basil the Younger, served as wet-nurse for her 
master, in whose house she continued to live as an elderly woman. When she passes, the vita 
describes the acute sadness experienced by those around her and recounts her kindness, “re-
ceiving and comforting us as if we were her own children (ὡς ἴδια ταύτης τέκνα ἡμᾶς 
ἀποδεχομένη καὶ ἐπιθάλπουσα).”81 When Theodora greets Gregory, the story’s narrator, in his 
vision of the afterlife, she addresses him as “my beloved child (τέκνον μου ἠγαπημένον).”82 

Recent studies of the medieval family, in all its forms, have increasingly emphasised bonds of 
affection, in contrast to images of medieval marriages and family life as cold, calculated, and 
inherently political.83 Unfree members of the Byzantine household certainly have a place in this 
discussion as well. 

Unfree Families 

In the preface to the 2018 edition of Slavery and Social Death, Patterson re-emphasises the fact 
that, for slaves, “all ties were precarious.” Despite certain protections under the law, slave 
families were fundamentally at the mercy of their masters and faced the constant threat of 
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separation. As Patterson puts it, “the greatest tragedy of trust under slavery is that it also 
shattered relations among the slaves themselves.”84 

Still, we have ample evidence that Byzantine slaves regularly managed to marry (in some 
form), have children, and perhaps maintain some semblance of family life. Considering re-
strictions on slave coupling across two different owners, and the fact that only a relatively small 
percentage of households would have been able to afford more than one or two slaves, there is 
the question of just how widespread slave families actually were at any given moment. A 
growing number of studies, however, continue to show that the Byzantine slave population, 
like its earlier Roman counterpart “was sustained, above all, by natural reproduction.”85 There 
was thus an economic motive to encourage the coupling and birth of children among slaves. As 
Harper argues, “probably the greatest prop of the slave family was the master’s disciplinary and 
economic interests in allowing family life. Private life was used as an incentive to elicit obe-
dience and labour from slaves; masters viewed it as a low-cost or even profitable means of 
garnering co-operation.”86 

Unfree parents had to navigate a complex series of social roles and relationships within the 
household, to say nothing of the legal and social barriers faced outside its limited confines. Their 
children would have looked to both their biological parents and their masters as authentai. The 
same might technically be true for the freeborn children of someone like Eustathios Boilas, but 
the power relations faced by unfree children and their parents would have been significantly 
starker. In the past, it has been common to argue that gradual change in both law and custom- 
made Roman society ever friendlier to the formation and maintenance of families among the 
slave population. This has sometimes been attributed to the influence of Christianity, with an 
edict of Constantine I that encouraged keeping slave families together frequently cited.87 

Recent opinions by those like Kyle Harper have pushed back against this interpretation.88 

Despite the occasional voice of (mild) dissent, late Roman or Byzantine Christianity never 
produced an abolitionist movement.89 

There is some evidence to suggest increased legal protections for slave families into the 
medieval period, though it remains debatable how effective, meaningful, or widespread such 
changes actually were. For example, in one of his novels, Leo VI stipulated that the child of a slave 
born in the home of a third party must return to the slave’s owner (i.e., the child must remain 
with its mother). The eleventh-century collection of case law known as the Peira shows similar 
legal principals in action. Title 38.3 outlines a complaint made by freedmen against their former 
master in an attempt to force him to free members of their family still enslaved.90 The judge, 
Eustathios Rhomaios, rejected their request, but the decision makes it clear that when members 
of a slave family were split among two or more owners, the owner of the majority could claim the 
rest. This example offers clear evidence that by the mid-eleventh century, the law continued to 
favor keeping slave families together, even at the expense of one of their masters. 

Despite some similarities in experience and situational identities, however, Byzantine law 
continued to resist marriages between partners of unequal status.91 Leo VI allowed for the free 
partner to work in the household (for wages) of the slave’s owner, which would have allowed 
for such marriages to take place even if the free partner could not afford to purchase the 
freedom of the slave.92 The same emperor also made it illegal for a free person to sell him-/ 
herself into slavery with the sole exception of cases of marriage between a free and an unfree 
person, in which case the free person could voluntarily reduce himself to slavery.93 In some 
sense, the formation of a family was considered the only legitimate reason for a free person to 
voluntarily become a slave. 

Inheritance practices likewise differed considerably for unfree families. As slaves, ownership 
of property was technically impossible, which ruled out any form of inheritance practices 
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within the unfree family prior to manumission.94 Yet, in another of his novellae, Emperor Leo 
VI allowed slaves whose freedom was expected in the future to write up their own wills.95 

Novel 37 allowed slaves emancipated by the will of their owner to draw up a will of their own. 
The edict encouraged the writing up of such wills even before the act of manumission if either 
party knew that the emancipation would eventually take place. The same novel states plainly 
that a freedman’s inheritance will return to his former master’s family upon his death, should he 
die intestate, once again reinforcing the bond between freedmen and their former masters.96 

Interactions and roles within unfree families are not readily visible in surviving sources, but a 
few details can occasionally be gleaned. In the Life of Basil the Younger, the slave-woman 
Theodora is judged for her occasional harsh treatment of her children during her journey 
through the tollhouses of the afterlife. Among her apparent sins were “…even the harm I had 
caused through a savage glance, and what I inflicted on my children for their edification, by 
striking them in wrath, or how when overcome by anger I became exasperated with them;”97 

The passage suggests an active role in both the education (or upbringing) and the disciplining of 
her children within their master’s household. 

As in many slave societies, the mother-child bond was probably especially strong within 
slave families. As Patterson has noted, “the mother-child bond…under slavery was not only 
stronger than the father-child relation but may often have been the only parental bond.”98 

Indeed, making slaves “fatherless” was a key component of the kind of natal alienation practiced 
in Roman and Byzantine slavery. The Roman law stipulating that children inherited the legal 
status of their mother presumably continued throughout the Byzantine period, though because 
of the relative silence of the sources concerning sexual relations between even masters and their 
slaves, it is not dwelt upon in surviving sources. 

Unfree families also had to contend with forms of disruption that were not concerns for the 
average, free household. In particular, the threat of a family member being sold off and the 
possibility of sexual advances by the owner or a third party would have had an incredibly 
disruptive effect and threaten the stability of such families. The extent to which slave status 
continued to grant owners sexual access to their slaves is difficult to tell. From the early 
Byzantine period, it was actively discouraged by the church. John Chrysostom argued forcefully 
against it.99 This would later be reinforced by imperial law. The eighth-century Ekloga in-
troduced harsh penalties for those who had sexual relations with slaves owned by another 
person (presumably without their consent).100 Not much later, a novel of Empress Eirene 
attempted to prohibit all marriage or conjugal relations with female slaves.101 Nevertheless, it is 
likely that such sexual access continued to some extent throughout Byzantine history, even if it 
remains mostly invisible in the sources. 

This is strongly suggested by the story told by the slave-woman Theodora in the Life of Basil 
the Younger, who recounts having been “seduced” by several young men in her master’s house, 
despite the fact that she had a husband (of sorts) and children and is otherwise depicted as a 
devout, upright personality in the text.102 Though it is not explicit in the text itself, one might 
imagine that such sexual access had been granted by Theodora’s master himself, perhaps even 
ordered. 

There are also hints of this kind of disruption due to the sexual access to slaves in texts such 
as the Life of Mary the Younger, a tenth- or eleventh-century hagiography recounting the life and 
sanctity of Mary of Byzie.103 In this text, Mary is accused by some of her husband’s relatives of 
having had sex with one of her slaves. Her husband, who is abusive, beats a female slave who 
confirms that Mary had not had sex with the other slave. Mary is eventually killed by her 
husband’s violence. Mary’s vengeance was later visited on her husband and his relatives after her 
death in the form of their own, divinely sanctioned demise.104 Later in the eleventh century, 
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Kekaumenos likewise appeared wary of granting his slaves too much access to his wife or 
daughters, cautioning, “It is a great thing to have some slave or freeman who is trustworthy. 
Even if you have one and trust him do not let him even be acquainted with your daughter, as 
far as possible, and you will have security.”105 

These examples obviously highlight male suspicion of their slaves and the women in their 
households, which is not the same as a master’s sexual access to his or her own slaves. This 
specific form of sexual relations was always a thing to be feared in Roman slavery (as in many 
other slave societies), both because of conceptions of honour and because Roman and 
Byzantine children inherited the status of their birth mothers.106 Still, they are also indicative of 
the kinds of sexual vulnerability inherent in any slave-owning society, especially when slaves 
form a part of their master’s household. Even the possibility of encounters like these would have 
had an incredibly destabilizing effect on unfree families. 

Conclusion 

It should come as no surprise that some degree of overlap existed between familial roles and the 
relationship between (former) master and slave. As Alice Rio has pointed out, kinship and 
slavery actually share a number of similarities, as anthropologists and historians increasingly 
recognise power relationships, membership based on seemingly “simple, objective criteria,” 
social groupings given legal definitions and regulation with the purpose of defining in- and out- 
groups. The use of kinship terminology to signify relationships within a slave system is likewise 
a fairly common phenomenon and was by no means unique to Byzantium. Enslaved people in 
Byzantium, as elsewhere, lacked both legal and social personalities, and their condition re-
mained fundamentally different from that of free-born children. They were excluded from 
formal family and social structures. As Rio argues, exclusion may not be the most important 
aspect of slavery in all cases, but it is “that which all forms of slavery have in common.”107 Yet, 
if Byzantine slaves suffered the kind of social death identified by Patterson, they might also be 
thought of as trapped in a state of perpetual childhood in certain, functional respects.108 Natal 
alienation and deracination certainly existed, but so too did some aspects of kinship and family 
life among Byzantine household slaves. In some ways, slaves and freedmen were both inside and 
outside the household, simultaneously. 

The roles of masters and parents mirrored each other in several ways, as did that of slaves or 
freedmen and children. Masters, like parents, often arranged for the baptism, marriage, in-
heritance, and even upbringing or education of their slaves or freedmen. These, in turn, were 
expected to show the same kind of obedience and gratitude as freeborn children, in addition to 
continuing the memorialization of deceased members of their (former) masters’ families. Slave 
families themselves probably replicated many of the structures of free families, with the addi-
tional complication of a master set over and above them and, above all, the threat of serious 
disruption. 

Those similarities of experience described here are partially explicable through the common 
language of power inherent in slave and kinships systems, as identified by Patterson and Rio. 
They were also at least partially due to the particularly Byzantine system of power and au-
thority, especially the Byzantines’s sense of identity and relative social hierarchy. But this does 
not tell the entire story, either. Such similarities of experience can also be ascribed to conceptual 
overlap in the functional realities of these roles in a Byzantine context. These similarities be-
tween masters and slaves and parents and children may even have increased over time, as 
suggested by the gradual changes in the law regarding slave marriage and, perhaps, by the 
increasing humanizing of slaves in narrative sources.109 Still, such arguments should be made 
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with caution, as recent scholarship has called into question older narratives asserting Christian 
influence on the supposedly diminishing role of slaves in late Roman/early Byzantine society. It 
is worth recalling that, according to one scholar’s calculations, roughly one-third of the cases 
involving sales in the eleventh-century Peira concern the sale of slaves, while 86% of those 
under the heading “Slaves” concern buying or selling.110 No matter how much certain social 
roles may have resembled one another or the degree to which unfree families were supported 
by the law, it cannot erase the fundamental reality of humans as chattel in the Byzantine slave 
system or the insurmountable social barriers and inequalities created by that system. 
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